BEARS AND PEOPLE
IN THE
SUPERIOR NATIONAL FOREST

Black bears, the only kind of bear in the Quetico-Superior region,
sometimes check campsites for food, especially campsites within a day's
paddle of entry points. Those sites are the most heavily used by people
and the most reliable sources of food. Black bears are almost as quick as
chipmunks to overcome their fear of us. The presence of a bear in camp
requires some caution but is not a cause for great alarm. The record
shows they are after food, not people. No injuries were reported during
an 18-year study of bears that included 18,000,000 visitor-days in the
BWCAW. The study included 1985 when nuisance activities by bears in
the Superior National Forest were at a record high due to a widespread
failure of natural foods. That year a lot of campers lost food to bears if
they didn't have it hung out of reach. It's harder to hang food out of reach
than a person might think. A really big black bear can reach to nearly
nine feet without jumping, and some of them jump. Others climb the
trees that food packs are hung in and find some way to reach or dislodge
them. Big bears will break branches that packs are slung over. Smaller
bears will climb out on the branches and reach down for the packs. Some
bite the ropes used to suspend the packs. No method of securing food
from a campwise black bear is foolproof. The recommended way is to
hang the food from a rope between two trees so that the food hangs at
least 10 feet above ground, 4 feet below the rope, and at least 6 feet from
the trunk or any branch the bear can stand on. Hanging pans on the pack
so they will rattle if a bear shakes it might alert you to the situation. The
people most experienced with bears simply chase the bears away. Most
bears that enter camps are timid when confroqted with people, especially
if the bear has not yet started to eat. Chasing .is nearly always effective,
especially if several people band together leaving a clear escape route for
the bear. If alone, throwing a stick through the underbrush can give the
illusion of numbers and make a chase more effective. Don't touch the
bears as this could make the bear turn to fight. Staying back at least 15
feet adds a margin of safety. Banging pans and yelling will scare most
bears, but some of them are too accustomed to people to be bothered.
Spraying capsaicin, the active ingredient of hot peppers, in their eyes
usually makes bears leave immediately. In hundreds of tests of this
repellent on wild bears, no bear has appeared angry or has become
aggressive. The spray causes discomfort for a few minutes but does no
harm. Other ways to minimize property damage from bears is to leave
tents and empty food containers open when you are gone so bears can
check inside without making new entryways. Bring no food into the tent.
Wash dishes and pans immediately. Burn garbage, hang it as you would
food, or bury it far from camp. Pack out nonbiodegradable garbage.
Leave campsites clean so bears do not get into the habit of visiting them.
Bearproof food containers, where available, provide the easiest protection for food. Most campers never see a bear in camp in the QueticoSuperior region.

